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U.S. SAI.MCN OBSERVER PRCGRAM IN 1985 

ii(:~; of the Annex [Paragraph 1 (c) ] to the arrended International 

Convention•· :rlor the High Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific Ccean 

(INPFC), the( Goverrurent of Japan may be required by the Governrrent of 

., · the united · States to accept scientific observers on board vessels 

fishing within the United States Fishecy Conservation Zone (U.S. FCZ). 

The United States National Marine Fisheries Service placed observer 

teams, similar to those used since 1978, on board each of the Japanese 

salrron rrotherships operating within the U.S. EEZ in 1985. One observer 

rronitored salrron operations in each of the four fleets. 

Salrron observers were placed aboard the rrotherships to collect data 

on total catch, fishing effort, and average weight of each species. The 

salrron observers' duties were as follcws: 

1) Observe and record daily catch weights of salrron, by species, as 

the fish are transferred fran each of the catcher boats to the 

rrothership. For each day's catch, the observer must obtain the 

follcwing infonna.tion in writing or tables fran the fleet carmander 

or Japan Fisheries Agency (JFA) inspector: 

a) the average weight of 30 fish of each salrron species, if 

available, fran each of five catcher boats and the identifi

cation number of each of the five catcher boats; 

b) the catch weights of salrron, by species, for catcher boats not 

actually observed; the total effort and effective effort in 

tans of gill net for each catcher boat in the fleet; and the 

geographical coordinates where each catcher boat sets its 

nets; and 

c) the latitude and longitude of the rrothership at noon Japan 

Standard Time (JST) and air and surface-water terrperatures. 
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2) Record daily the catch weight of salrron, by species, fran each of 

the scout boats in the rrothership fleet. (Data obtained fran the 

ship's log or fran the JFA inspector.) Also record total fishing 

effort and effective fishing effort in tans of gill net and 

latitude and longitude of each set for each of the scout boats. 

3) Surnnarize daily catcher-boat landings, by salrron species; sumna.rize 

catch-effort data, by 1° x 1° INPFC statistical area; and prepare a 

radio :message for transmission to the National Marine Fisheries 

Service Alaska Regional Office, Juneau, Alaska. 

4) Randomly select one weighing container of each species each day, 

count the salrron within it to detennine average weight of fish in 

the container, and corrpare this figure with the average obtained by 

weighing groups of 30 fish. 

5) Collect biological data including scales f ran chinook salrron and 

steelhead trout. 

6) Cbserve and record the incidence of salrronids missing the adipose 

fin and sample snouts from all salrronids missing the adipose fin. 

7) Collect up to 200 steelhead trout per rrothership fleet. 
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Schedule--The four U.S. salrcon observers left Seattle on June 1, 1985, 

and traveled via Anchorage and Adak, Alaska, before boarding Japanese 

patrol vessels on June 6, JST for transfer to the notherships. The 

notherships were observed as follows: 

Mothership 

Kizan ma.ru 

Meiyo ma.ru 

Noj irna ma.ru 

Jinyo ~ 

Dates Observer on Boa.rd (JST) 

June 13-July 10 and 

July 14-July 30 

June 15-July 8 and 

July 18-July 28 

June 14-July 7 and 

July 17-July 28 

June 14-July 2 and 

July 13-July 28 

Fran July 4 to July 17, the four fleets either fished in the 

central Bering Sea or were in transit. The Kizan ~ operated outside 

the EEZ July 12-14, and the Meiyo ma.ru was either in transit or seaward 

of the EEZ July 9-16; the Nojirna ~ was either noving or seaward of 

the EEZ July 7-15; the Jinyo ~ was noving or seaward of the EEZ July 

4-12. The U.S. observers boarded the notherships when the vessels 

reentered the EEZ and observed salrron catches until July 26-29. The 

observers boarded Japanese patrol vessels on July 27-30 and rerrained on 

board until all observers were transferred £ran the notherships. 

Observers returned to Adak, Alaska, on July 31 and to Seattle, Washing

ton, on August 1. 
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Coverage-Salmon fishing operations of the rrothership fleets in 1985 

followed the pattern noted by U.S. observers in 1978-1984. :Each fleet 

of 43 catcher boats set gill nets in late afternoon and began retrieving 

the nets early the next norning. Salnon were transferred daily to each 

of the four notherships. The catcher boats were noored at fore-and-aft 

weighing stations, and the fish were transferred in :rresh bags containing 

a single species of salnon. The U.S. salnon observer could not rronitor 

all landings because catcher boats off-load at both weigh stations with 

about one-minute intervals between weighings and nine minutes between 

the arrival of consecutive catcher boats (Table 1). The six scout boats 

in each fleet delivered fish on an irregular schedule. Scout catches 

were not always weighed or available for sarrpling. Observers later 

canpared their catch records with those furnished by the nothership 

business office. Few discrepancies were found between records of 

landings • .r-bst discrepancies -were attributed to the observers' inexperi

ence in reading the needle of the scale as it swung with the roll of the 

ship. 

The U.S. salnon observers collected scales fran 3,268 chinook 

salnon, for use in continent-of-origin studies of chinook salnon in the 

nothership fishing area inside the EEZ, and scales fran 383 steelhead 

trout (Table 2). Nearly all steelhead trout were frozen in the round 

and returned to Seattle for additional biological studies. 

Catcher boats (scout boats excluded) from the four fleets were 

sarrpled with nearly the sarre frequency except for two vessels which were 

slightly undersarrpled and a few which were seen relatively nore fre

quently than the other vessels (Figure 1). The test of the hypothesis 

that all catcher boats were sarrpled unifonnly in the four fleets was not 

rejected at P = 0.01 (Table 3). The Meiyo fleet of catcher boats was 

sarrpled very unifonnly as indicated by the high probability associated 

with the calculated test statistic. 
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Lack of Coverage-During the fishing season, all four notherships left 

the EEZ and returned. Salnon observers reboarded all notherships when 

the vessels returned to the EEZ, and observed fishing operations until 

the end of the season. During the last day of fishing, three observers 

boarded transfer vessels and departed the notherships before the catcher 

boats delivered the catch of the previous night; landings were reported 

by the fishing carpanies. 

Recovery of Tagged SaJ..rronids-Thirty-two salnonids missing adipose fins 

were returned to U.S. saJ..rron observers for examination. Results are 

presented in a separate docurrent (Dahlberg and Fowler 1985). Effort 

must be continued on recovering potentially coded-wire-tagged salnon in 

future nothership operations. 

Canparison of Cbserved and Reported Landings-Since the observers 

nonitored about 42% of all landings within the U.S. EEZ, it was of 

interest to see if they observed landings of the sane :rragnitude as those 

not observed but reported by the nothership fleets. One way of canpar

ing the two sets of data (observed vs reported) is to group the catches 

by weight interval and tabulate and plot the resulting frequency distri

butions. Cbserved and reported landings by species were selected for 

each day in which the salnon observer saw 14 or nore catcher boats 

deliver (Table 1). Of the 2,335 landings observed, 2,289 were selected 

along with 2,336 associated reported landings (scout boats were exclud

ed) for the sane day and fleet, grouped into weight intervals, and 

tabulated. Resulting frequency distributions for the landings appeared 

similar for nost species except pink salnon (Figures 2-7). Because of 

the large discrepancy between the frequency distributions of observed 

and reported pink salnon landings, data fran the years 1984 and 1983 

were analyzed (Figures 8 and 9). The results in 1985 differ :rrarkedly 

from what was observed in 1984 and 1983 where there was little differ

ence between observed and reported catch-frequency distributions. 
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The distribution of reported landings of pink salrron in 1985 

(Figure 7) appears very flat with an inordinate proportion of larger 

catches canpared to the distribution of observed landings. The distri

bution of observed landings shows a higher-than-expected frequency of 

small landings. To explore reasons for the dissiroilari ty in observed 

and reported pink salrron landings, catch per unit effort (CPUE) values 

were calculated by species for all available observed and reported 

landings including scout boats fishing in the EEZ when the rrothership 

was seaward of the EEZ (Table 4) . The CPlJE in kilograms per tan is 

similar for observed and reported landings of sockeye, chum, and coho 

salrron. There is a rroderate difference of 21% of the observed value for 

chin<X>k, but an extrerre difference of 93% of the observed value for pink 

salnon. Since all available data were used for the canparison of CPUE 

values in Table 4, sare of the reported catches may have been taken in 

widely differing geographic areas than were the observed catches. 

Sets of daily observed and reported landings for each fleet for 

each day in which 14 or rrore catcher boats were observed (122 sets) were 

broken dam into 10-day periods from June 14 to July 29, and frequency 

distributions canpared between observed and reported landings for each 

period (Table 5) • A t-test statistic was calculated to test the 

hypotheses that the mean catch of the observed category equalled the 

rrean catch of the reported category. Significance of the t-statistic 

was determined by randomization (F.dgington, 1980, Table 5). Means of 

the observed and reported catch distributions of chum and coho salnon 

appear slightly different by time period. Ten day period means for 

sockeye appear consistently different. There is a time trend in the 

differences between means for observed and reported pink salnon and time 

trend in the means for chin<X>k salrron. Fran the third period on, mean 

reported pink salrron landings diverge drastically fran mean observed 

pink salm:m landings. The last period exhibits a nearly sevenfold 

difference in rreans for the two categories. One possible explanation 

for systematic differences could be that the reported landings of pink 
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salm:::m were taken fran a different fishing area than where the observed 

landings were taken. The data sets were further strati£ ied to test for 

spatial differences in CPUE by species. 

The set of individual daily catcher-boat landings for the period 

July 15-29 was sorted by fleet, day, latitude, longitude, and whether 

observed or reported. Scout boats that did not deliver to the rrother

ship and catcher boats with U.S. marine rnamnal biologists on board were 

excluded fran the analysis to eliminate any potential bias. A sarrple of 

daily landings fran 384 boats which were observed were paired with 384 

boats which were not observed (reported) but fished adjacently to the 

observed boats, and CPUE for each species calculated (Table 6) • The 

catch by species for observed and reported boats fishing adjacently 

appear similar for sockeye, chum, coho, and chinook salrron. However, 

pink salrron exhibit a 2.5 fold difference between observed and reported 

landings for each rrothership. Correcting for differences in fishing 

effort between observed and reported landings shows a difference of the 

same magnitude; i.e., the pooled CPUE of the reported category is 2.6 

times greater than the observed. More importantly, the relationship of 

CPUE between observed and reported landings does not vary arrong the four 

fleets; reported is always greater. Next, adjacent boats were grouped 

by latitude fished, and the CPUE carpared between observed and reported 

classifications. During July 15-29, the 384 pairs of boats fished a 

total of 167 latitude categories. Comparison of daily CPUE for the 

observed and reported classes by species revealed consistent differences 

over fleets only for pink salrron (Table 7). In 167 carparisons of CPUE, 

only 7 times did the CPUE of pink salrron in the observed class exceed 

that of the reported class for vessels fishing adjacently with the same 

arrount of gear. It is noteworthy the CPUE for other species did not 

show any similar consistent trend across rrothership fleets. 

The data for observed and reported landings were further stratified 

by time in order to examine possible causes for the differences between 

observed and reported CPUE of pink salrron. 
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Daily CPUE values were calculated for boats fishing adjacently 

during July 17-28, a :period in which at least three rrothership fleets 

were fishing. Tine trends in CPUE for the observed and reported classes 

ap:pear similar for sockeye, chum, coho, and chinook salrron (Table 8, 

Figure 10). The trend lines for observed and reported cross each other 

or touch in all the above s:pecies. Pink salrron exhibit a canpletely 

different trend. The other four s:pecies shew CPUE oscillating with a 

trend toward a slight-to-sharp increase in CPUE later in July, whereas 

pink salrron CPUE is decreasing at a consistent rate, rrore unifonnly for 

observed than reported. More importantly, the time trend lines of 

observed and reported pink salrron CPUE never touch. The slo:pe of the 

linear trend in differences of CPUE between observed and reported 

landings of pink salrron is highly significant (t = -6.05, 10 d.f.). The 

difference in CPUE' s for observed and reported pink salrron landings is 

difficult to explain since the selected boats fished adjacently with the 

sarre arrount of gear. 

We concluded fran the above that observed pink salrron landings are 

not representative of the reported landings; therefore, we examined the 

distribution of all catcher boats observed and not observed (including 

scouts which delivered to the rrothership) by location fished to see if 

there were differences in fishing location between observed and reported 

categories. Using the tine period July 15-29, all catcher boats were 

sorted by fleet, day, latitude, and longitude fished. Data fran vessels 

with U.S. marine roamnal biologists on ooard and data fran scout boats 

which did not deliver to the rrothership each day were excluded. Next, 

the arrangenent of vessels fran which landings were either observed or 

reported was examined for each latitude fished. Randanness of the 

arrangenent of the t:v.D categories, observed (0) and reported (R), can be 

tested by using the run-test procedure (Draper and Smith 1981, p. 157). 

Suppose we observe a sequence of five catcher boats, in a given 

latitude, arranged in the follcwing order fran west to east: 
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Grouping runs: (0 0) (R R) (0) 

where O represents a boat of the observed class; R represents a boat of 

the rep::>rted class, and ( ) signifies a run. In this case, we have n1 
= 2 and n2 = 3 for 2 (R) class and 3 (0) class vessels. Clearly there 

are 3 runs ( ) • Draper and Smith (1981) present tables and :rrethods to 

detennine the probability of observing a given number (or fewer) runs 

when confronted with varying numbers of catcher boats fishing along the 

sa:rre latitude. The sorted catcher boat data for July 15-29 were examin

ed using the run-test procedure and the probabilities of observing the 

number of runs exhibited in the data were calculated. The run-test 

probabilities were tabulated by interval and crn,pared with those 

expected by chance (Table 9, Figure 11) • A chi-square test of goodness 

of fit to the expected frequencies indicates a probability of less than 

0.00001 that the 168 values occurred by chance (x2 = 62.71, 9 d.f.). In 

addition, of the 182 latitudinal arrangements of catcher boats examined, 

14 had either all observed or all rep::>rted categories in the specific 

latitude fished. 

Using the sane set of observations as the runs test, a test for the 

randanness of the number of catcher boats observed or those rep::>rted at 

specific latitudes was examined by cooiparing numbers of boats observed 

at latitudes with the numbers expected. Numbers of vessels observed at 

a latitude on any fleet day follow the hypergeanetric distribution if 

those observed are selected at randan fran the total boats available 

arrong latitudes. The numbers of catcher boats fishing at ccrmon lati

tudes on a day was tallied over all boats examined; the nnst frequent 

number was nine. A sample of 21 fleet days in which nine catcher boats 

fished at a ccrmon latitude was used for observed events. 

The number of vessels observed of the nine p::>ssible and the 

frequency these vessels were observed are as follows: 

No. of Boats Observed 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 
Frequency 1 1 1 6 2 6 2 1 0 1 21 
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Hypergearetric probabilities were cauputed for the 21 fleet days of 

size nine and used to calculate the expected events. A chi-square 

statistic was canputed fran expected and observed numbers. Statistical 

significance of this observed value of the statistic was determined by 

Monte Carlo rrethods. The maximum value generated for 30,000 si.rrn.llations 

was greater than the observed value of 266. 4 on 4 si.rrn.llations. There

fore, we estimate that the chance--the catcher boats seen by the salmon 

observers were randan samples of those fishing-is less than 1 in 

7,500. 

A procedure for pcoling probabilities fran independent tests (Winer 

1962, p. 43) was used to canbine the daily probabilities fran the run 

tests over fleets to arrive at a daily probability which was pcoled over 

days to estimate an overall probability for the period July 15-29. 

Significance levels of the individual tests (if nonrandOitU1ess is absent) 

are unifonnly distributed (rrean O and standard deviation 1) randan 

variables. They are integral transfonns of the run-test statistic. Let 

x. = significance level of i th test. Then for n such tests: 
l. 

-2 ° log (X1x2x3 ••• X) = -2r log X. 
e n e 1. 

is distributed as chi-square with 2n degrees of freedan (Winer 1962). 

The results of combining the probabilities indicate the arrangerrent of 

runs observed in the latitudes fished by catcher boats during July 15-29 

would be expected to occur by chance about 1 tine in 10,000. 

Possible association of the differences in CPUE of observed and 

reported categories of pink salmon with the pcoled daily probability of 

observing the catcher-boat arrangerrent of observed and reported vessels 

was examined (Figure 12). The linear slope in trend showing decreasing 

differences between observed and reported pink salmon CPUE with 

increasing probabilities rna.y indicate cause and effect (t = -2.06, 10 

d.f.). Higher probabilities are associated with a rrore random 

distribution of observed versus reported classes of vessels in a given 

latitude. The data in Figure 13 appear clustered by date. July 17, 19, 

21, 22, 26, and 28 were days in which one or rrore entire latitudes were 

fished by a single vessel class (reported or observed). 
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Conclusions and Recarnendation-I.andings rronitored by salnon observers 

are not representative of landings which are not rronitored but reported 

by the fishing canpany. The differences appear to be related to the 

nonrandan distribution of catcher boats appearing at the sampled weigh 

station. Therefore, we recarnend that a randan set of catcher boats be 

selected by the salrron observer in conjunction with the fleet crnmander 

early each rrorning so that those vessels selected for sanpling can be 

directed to the weigh station where the salrron observer is present. 
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Table 1.-NUTibers of daily catcher boat landings obsei.ved or not obsei.ved (reported) by U.S. salrron obsei.vers in 1985. 

M::>thershi 

Kizan mllU Meiy_o lll3IU Noj i.rra maru Jin~ mllU All M::>thershies 

1985 
Date Cbserved Reported Cbsei.ved F.eported Cbserved F.eported Cbserved F.eported Cbsei.ved Reported 

June 12 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 
13 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 
14 19 24 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 19 24 
15 19 24 19 24 15 28 19 24 72 100 
16 19 24 19 24 19 24 21 22 78 ·94 
17 No fishing No fishing 19 24 No fishing 19 24 
18 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
19 19 24 20 23 19 24 19 24 77 95 
20 21 22 19 24 19 24 19 24 78 94 
21 20 23 19 24 No fishing 19 24 58 71 
22 20 23 18 25 19 24 19 24 76 96 
23 19 24 19 24 19 24 20 23 77 95 
24 19 24 16 27 19 24 19 24 73 99 
25 No fishing No fishing No fishing No fishing 
26 No fishing No fishing No fishing 19 24 19 24 
27 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
28 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
29 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
30 20 23 18 25 19 24 19 24 76 96 

July 1 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
2 19 24 18 25 19 24 2 41 58 114 
3 No fishing No fishing No fishing No fishing 
4 No fishing 19 24 No fishing M::>ving 19 24 
·5 19 24 19 24 19 24 Out of FCZ 57 72 
6 19 24 19 24 16 27 Out of FCZ 54 75 
7 19 24 16 'LI M::>ving Out of FCZ 35 51 
8 20 23 19 24 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 39 47 
9 19 24 M::>ving Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 19 24 

10 19 24 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 19 24 
11 M::>ving Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 
12 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ M:Jving 
13 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 10 33 10 33 
14 Out of FCZ Out of FCZ Out of FCZ 19 24 19 24 
15 M::>ving Out of FCZ Moving 19 24 19 24 
16 4 39 M::>ving 1 42 19 24 24 105 
17 20 23 No fishing 14 29 19 24 53 76 
18 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
19 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
20 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
21 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
22 20 23 19 24 19 24 19 24 77 95 
23 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
24 19 24 19 24 10 33 19 24 67 105 
25 19 24 19 24 19 24 19 24 76 96 
26 19 24 18 25 19 24 19 24 75 97 
27 19 24 19 24 19 24 0 43 57 115 
28 19 24 19 24 19 24 57 72 
29 19 24 0 43 19 67 
30 0 43 0 43 

'IOI'AL 677 914 580 796 531 759 547 786 2,335 3,255 

% Cbsei.ved 42 42 41 41 42 



Table 2. -Numbers of chinook salrron and 
steelhead trout sampled for scales by U.S. 
salrron observers on board Japanese salrron 
rrotherships in 1985. 

Number Sampled 

Vessel Chinook Steelhead 

Kizan maru 108 50 

Meiyo Maru 927 51 

Naji.ma~ 1,291 87 

Jinyo~ 1,000 195 

Total 3,326 383 

Table 3.-Japanese rrothership salrron fishery, 1985 U.S. salrron observer 
roverage. 

Test of Uni- Probability 
Landing:s Observed Days fonn Sampling of 

Vessel No. % Cbserved x2 , 36 d.f. larger x2 

Kizan maru 677 42 36 31.4 .687 

Meiyo~ 580 42 31 17.6 .996 

Noj irna maru 531 41 30 25.7 .899 

Jinyo~ 547 41 30 21.9 .969 

Total 2,335 42 127 
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Table 4. CPUE (catch in kg per tan of effective fishing effort) by species for 
observed and re{X)rted sal.rron landings in the Japanese M:>thership Salrron 
Fishe.ry within the U.S. EEZ, June 14-July 29, 1985. 

Fishing: Effort catch in kg: Per Tan (CPUE) 
catcher Tans All 

Source boats (1,000) Sockeye Chum Pink Coho Chinook Species 

(t)served 2,335 770 0.9330 2.1020 1.0830 0.1557 0.0859 4.3597 

Re{X)rted 3,348 1,098 0.8381 2.1521 2.0883 0.1574 0.1037 5.3396 

Ratio 
Obs/Rep 0.70 .70 1.11 0.98 0.52 0.99 0.83 0.82 

(Rep-Obs)/ 
ct,s 0.43 .43 .10 .02 .93 .01 .21 .22 

Table 5. Corrparison of the rrean catch of sal.rron in kg by 10-day period. 
for observed and re:[X)rted catches by species. 

10-day Sockeye Chum Pink Coho Chinook 
Period. Obs Rep Obs Rep Obs Rep Obs Rep Obs Rep 

1985 
6/14-6/20 531 437 598 621 411 423 9 9 
6/21-6/30 362 317 562 584 519 545 4 3 10 9 
7/01-7/10 237 208 408 442 618 769 5 5 11 10 
7/11-7/20 205 175 828 746 208 920 86 84 43 48 
7/21-7/29 208 218 835 824 87 602 169 155 77 93 

Significance Probability of (t)served Versus Re:[X)rted Mean catches 
Caning Fran the Sane Population1 

Sockeye Chum Pink Coho Chinook 

1985 
6/14-6/20 .002 .230 .280 .180 
6/21-6/30 .002 .130 .050 .060 .060 
7/01-7/10 .020 .310 .002 .440 .020 
7/11-7/20 .003 .004 .002 .450 .080 
7/21-7/29 .050 .640 .002 .050 .002 

1Detennined by randanization, Edgington (1980, p. 80) • 
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Table 6. Catch in kg and CPUE in kg per tan of effective fishing effort for 
landings within the U.S. EEZ where reported and observed catches cane 
fran catcher boats fishing adjacently, July 15-29, 1985. Sample size: 
384 boats, observed, 384 boats reported. 

CA'ICH IN KG PER TAN 
Mothershi:e Source Tans Sockeye Churn Pink Coho Chinook 

1 Cbserved 34,278 0.3928 1. 9584 0.2286 0.3148 0.1592 
Reported 34,297 0.5468 2.1885 0.8102 0.3134 0.1935 

2 Cbserved 33,281 0.6370 2.7223 0.3083 0.4484 0.2060 
Reported 33,286 0.5717 2.5927 0.8176 0.4016 0.2190 

3 Cbserved 25,062 0.7346 2.8204 0.4330 0.4863 0.2346 
Reported 25,066 0.6345 2.5516 1.0432 0.3954 0.2159 

4 Cbserved 33,950 0.8121 3.0295 0.7249 0.4090 0.2102 
Reported 33,952 0.6480 2.4558 1.6428 0.4009 0.2686 

All Cbserved 126,571 0.6372 2.6172 0.4232 0.4091 0.2001 
Reported 126,601 0.5978 2.4384 1.0816 0.3763 0.2248 

CATCH IN KG 

All Observed 126,571 80,646 331,265 53,562 51,786 25,327 
Reported 126,601 75,687 308,698 136,928 47,635 28,458 

Table 7. Conparison of daily observed and reported CPUE of salrron by 
rrothership for landings within the U.S. EEZ where reported and 
observed catches cane fran catcher boats fishing adjacently. 
July 15-29, 1985. Sample size: 768 boats. 

FREQUEN:Y OF GREATER CPUE 
Mothership Source Sockeye Chum Pink Coho Chinook 

1 Observed 15 18 2 25 19 
Reported 36 34 50 27 31 

2 Observed 24 24 3 22 15 
Reported 13 13 34 14 20 

3 Observed 26 26 2 25 22 
Reported 10 10 34 10 11 

4 Observed 27 32 0 20 16 
Reported 15 10 42 20 26 

All Observed 92 100 7 92 72 
Reported. 74 67 160 71 88 
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Table 8. Daily CPUE in kg per tan of effective fishing effort by species for observed and reported landings 
within the U.S. EEZ, where landings ca:rre fran catcher boats fishing adjacently. July 17-28, 1985. 

Sockeye Chtnn Pink Coho Chinook 
July Observed Reported Cbserved Reported Cbserved Reported Cbserved Reported Cbserved Reported 

17 .647 .570 2.938 2.514 1.196 2.696 .075 .084 .081 .055 

18 .516 .487 2.563 2.270 .677 1.850 .218 .150 .124 .088 

19 .702 .457 2.529 2.046 .437 1.003 .418 .428 .144 .229 

20 .554 .584 2.460 2.461 .467 1.537 .285 .260 .161 .208 

21 .460 .403 2.429 2.235 .514 1.441 .286 .250 .176 .175 

22 .677 .580 2.565 2.209 .308 .982 .418 .370 .194 .204 

23 .673 .623 2.420 2.388 .363 .829 .408 .390 .206 .220 

24 .596 .537 2.350 2.290 .300 .898 .388 .386 .207 .202 

25 .549 .616 2.479 2.223 .221 .513 .505 .497 .253 .316 

26 .661 .718 2.917 2.424 .172 .620 .532 .490 .254 .327 

27 .574 • 771 2.411 2.744 .197 .255 .686 .644 .242 .281 

28 .974 .859 3.261 3.202 .085 .325 .683 .614 .330 .346 

Pooled July 

17-28 .637 .598 2.617 2.438 .423 1.082 .409 .376 .200 .225 



Table 9. Frequency of run-test probabilities fran testing the randan
ness of observing salm::)n catcher J:x:,ats fishing in the sane 
latitude and frequency of vessels fishing a single latitude 
being all of the sane vessel class. 

Run 
Test Percentage 

Probability Frequency 
CUrnulative 

Interval Number Observed Observed Expected 

0-.10 35 21 21 10 

.11-.20 36 21 42 20 

.21-.30 13 8 50 30 

.31-.40 8 5 55 40 

.41-.50 10 6 61 50 

.51-.60 10 6 67 60 

.61-.70 12 7 74 70 

• 71-. 80 24 14 88 80 

.81-.90 11 7 95 90 

.91-1.00 9 5 100 100 

Subtotal 168 

Entire Latitude 
Reported 11 6 

Entire Latitude 
Observed 3 1 

Subtotal 14 7 

Grand Total. 182 100 

6 



FIG.1--FREQUENCY OF OBSERVING EACH CATCHER BOAT 
BY MOTHERSHIP FLEET~ 1985. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the frequency distribution of daily catcher l:oat landings of sockeye salnon seen by a U.S. observer 
with those not seen but reported by the fishing vessel staff, June 14-July 29, 1985. The inset graph shows observed 
and reported data for 1985 ccrrpared to 1984. Sarrple size: observed= 2,289, reported= 2,336 • . 
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Figure 3. Canparison of the frequency distribution of daily catcher boat landings of churn salm:m seen by a U.S. observer with 
those not seen but reported by the fishing vessel staff, June 14-July 29, 1985. The inset graph sho.,.;s observed and 
reported data for 1985 canpared to 1984. Sarrple size: observed= 2,289, reported= 2,336. 
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Figure 4. Canparison of the frequency distribution of daily catcher boat landings of coho salrron seen by a U.S. observer with 
those not seen but reported by the fishing vessel staff, June 14-July 29, 1985. The inset graph shows observed and 
reported data for 1985 canpared to 1984. Sarrple size: observed= 1,059, rep:>rted = 1,149. 
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Figure 5. Canparison of the frequency distribution of daily catcher boat landings of chinook salrron seen by a U.S. observer 
with those not seen but reported by the fishing vessel staff, June 14-July 29, 1985. The inset graph sha,,.;s observed 
and reported data for 1985 canpared to 1984. Sarrple size: observed= 2,289, reported= 2,336. 
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Figure 6. Canparison of the frequency distribution of daily catcher ooat landings of all species of salm::m seen by a u. s. 
observer with those not seen but reported by the fishing 0vessel staff, June 14-July 29, 1985. The inset graph shows 
observed and reported data for 1985 canpared to 1984. Sanple size: observed= 2,289, reported= 2,336. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the frequency distribution of daily catcher boat landings of pink salm:m seen by a U.S. observer with 
those not seen but reported by the fishing vessel staff, June 14-July 29, 1985. The inset graph shows observed and 
reported data for 1985 carrpared to 1984. Sample size: observed= 2,289, ~eported = 2,336. 
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catcher boat landings of pink sal.rron seen by a U.S. observer with 
staff, June 10-July 26, 1984. The inset graph shc:Ms observed and 
Sarrple size: observed= 2,886, reported= 2,598. 
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Figure 9. Cc::rnparison of the frequency distribution of daily catcher ooat landings of pink salmon seen by a U.S. observer Kith 
those not seen but reported by the fishing vessel staff, June 10-July 28, 1983. The inset graph sho.,,·s obsL-=>rV\::d and 
reported data for 1983 compared to 1982 and 1981. Sample size: obsel'.Ved = 1,981, reported = 3,273. 


